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alance” is the popular term
when coaches discuss their jobs
and families. But, when working
in a profession such as the one you’ve
chosen, “balance” is almost unattainable.
Tough decisions have to be made. The
long hours throughout the course of the
year to be successful at your trade places
an enormous strain on families.
It’s something Bert DeSalvo simply
couldn’t do any longer. DeSalvo, who had
built up plenty of experience coaching
men and women throughout all three
levels of NCAA basketball during his
decade-long coaching career, made a
decision to take a sabbatical this past
season after passing on an assistantcoaching job with the Sacred Heart
University (Fairfield, Conn.) women

“No matter how much
you think you have your
career path figured out,
sometimes circumstances
change and life happens …”
last season. He’s the first in an ongoing
Lessons Learned From Last Season
feature I plan to do in this space from
time to time.
“We had our second child this past
June and although I was fortunate to
secure a Division I assistant position in
May, I was concerned about balancing
family and my new position,” DeSalvo
says. “I was not okay with not being
a great assistant coach, or a father. In
the end. I made the difficult decision to
put my coaching career on hold for the

QUICK HITTER
Up by three points in the national
semifinal’s closing seconds,
Gonzaga’s Mark Few played it
perfectly. He informed the referees he
planned to foul, so to keep it in their
minds in case one of the Gamecocks
decided to attempt a heave to make
the foul a shooting one, which would
give South Carolina three shots
instead of two.
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Bert DeSalvo has chosen family over
coaching
time being while I was present for my
daughters and wife.”
DeSalvo, a man in his 30s who could
have several more decades in the game,
has remained active in basketball despite
not coaching last season. He attended
games and practices of colleagues. He
examined his coaching philosophy and
has a new vision for how he wants to
coach offense, defense, special teams
and how the game should be played if/
when he gets back onto a bench.
And, while the family ties are
unbreakable and ultimately led him to
temporarily walk away from the game he
loves, DeSalvo felt the pull of basketball
many times last year.
“I called it ‘the itch.’ There is nothing
like it. It is what makes coaches unique,”
DeSalvo explains. “Having the chance
to lead young men or women on a
daily basis via basketball is a special
opportunity. I am proud to say I have
never taken it for granted and am excited
to get back on the sidelines soon.”
It hard to say when that “soon” is for
DeSalvo. He has taken a risk being out of
the game during the prime of his career.
But, he knows he is a better man for it,
and this break ultimately will make him a
better coach.

“No matter how much you think
you have your career path figured out,
sometimes circumstances change and life
happens,” he says. “Hopefully, coaches
make decisions that are in the best welfare
of their families. The game will always be
there and a part of coaches’ lives.
“I know the next time I am recruiting, I
can tell the prospect’s parents or guardians
that I left coaching twice because of my
children. If you are recruiting a ‘family first’
mantra, then you have to live it.”

Michael Austin
Editor-in-chief
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Every coach knows the value of a
single possession, use your
offseason to tighten the efficiency
of your sideline sets

An off-ball screen and kick-out pass
places your shooter in a perfect
position on the wing for an open
3-pointer

These simple actions happen so
quickly that the defense is still
shifting and doesn’t have time to
recover

From the playbook of Brad Stevens,
this sideline play isn’t a quick-hitter
as it takes several movements but
does create an open shot

FOUL WHEN UP 3 IN CLOSING SECONDS
And, with 3.5 seconds remaining, the
Bulldogs executed the strategy, placing
two hands on Sindarius Thornwell when it
was clear he had no intent on shooting.
Thornwell made the first and
intentionally missed the second. Gonzaga
grabbed the board and ended the game.
The story goes … it takes a made
free throw, then a missed free throw, an
offensive rebound and a putback to tie

you vs. playing straight-up defense
and a made 3-pointer ties you. Of
course, in the first scenario, a tap-out
for a 3-pointer beats you. See it once,
and you may never foul again.
What would you have done if you
were Mark Few? Email me at michael.
austin@basketballcoachweekly.com.
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NCAA TOURNAMENT SLOBs

As you explore how to win
more possessions next season,
look at your special-situation
sets, especially coming out of
a timeout

Score From The Sideline
Every coach knows the value of a single possession in a game, use your offseason to tighten
the efficiency of your sideline special-situation sets

L

ast week, the focus was on
improving your coaching
acumen this offseason by
assessing your playbook. I took a
look at it from the standpoint of your
special-situation sets and how critical
they are.
This week, the focus is the same,
albeit rather than offering a couple of
baseline out-of-bounds (BLOBs) plays,
I have a pair of sideline out-of-bounds
(SLOBs) sets from the men’s NCAA
Tournament.
Again, the idea is that your program
gets a little better every time you
maximize a possession. This comes in
the form of making smart decisions,
controlling the basketball, and,
sometimes from becoming more
efficient with your special situations.
The first two were on full display in
the men’s Final Four when Gonzaga’s
Mark Few instructed his team to
foul when up by three points in the
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game’s final seconds against South
Carolina. The perfectly executed foul
with 3.5 seconds remaining forced the
Gamecocks to rely upon a missed free
throw and offensive rebound to have
a shot to tie the game, which didn’t
happen. North Carolina controlled the
ball against Oregon, thereby saving
possessions when grabbing not one
— but two — offensive rebounds in
the game’s closing moments. Winning
these single possessions resulted in
teams advancing.
And, you see it in special situations
as well. It doesn’t have to be a gamewinning play from the sideline to show
how important these sets are. Maybe
you score off a sideline set coming
out of a timeout just before halftime.
Maybe you knock down a big 3-pointer
with several minutes remaining from a
well-executed sideline play.
These are the kinds of possessions
that allow your team to win games

and gradually improve your program.
It’s why I’m focusing on them (again)
today, as I know coaches continue to
assess their playbooks from last season
to gain an edge where they can.
Today’s two sets come from the
men’s NCAA Tournament, where teams
have to run their best actions to win
possessions in an effort to survive and
advance.
The first play is from Princeton’s
playbook as the Tigers attempted
to knock off Notre Dame in the first
round. What’s great about this play is
it appears the ball is headed into the
lane, which collapses the defense and a
simple kick-out pass nets you an open
3-pointer.
On page 5, I have a play from
St. Mary’s game against VCU. The
Gaels didn’t use a lot of flash and
misdirection in this one — but a fake
handoff and cut to the hoop is all it
took to create a layup opportunity.
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Princeton’s Kick-Out Pass Nets 3
The initial pass makes it look as if this play is designed to go to the hoop but an off-ball
screen and kick-out pass place your shooter in a perfect position on the wing for a 3

WHY USE IT

You don’t see a lot of plays
where a ball is tossed over
the top toward the hoop,
then kicked back out to the
perimeter off a sideline look.
The defense usually is too busy
covering the initial pass receiver
to worry about the curling
shooter outside the 3-point arc.

1

1 jams 4’s defender and hopes the defense
switches, which gives 4 an even greater chance
of catching the high pass from 3

2

2 comes toward the ball to bring defensive
attention in this direction and away from
the opposite wing

SET UP

Start in box look (although 2 is
slightly lower down the lane line
in this particular set). The point
guard is on the opposite block
with your shooter closest to the
ball near the right elbow. Be
sure 4 has good hands and is
capable of making an accurate
kick-out pass.

3

4

4 catches and quickly looks to the wing
to hit 2 with a pass just as 2 curls to the
wing

5’s screen is an important one as you
want 5 to seal this side of the floor to
give 2 a wide-open look at the shot

HOW TO PLAY

1 steps across the lane and
screens for 4. 4 curls toward
the opposite side of the lane
as 2 elevates toward the ball
on the right side of the floor. 3
fires an over-the-top pass to 4
in the lane [1]. 5 steps toward
the middle of the free-throw
area and screens for 2. 2 curls
around the perimeter to the
left wing. 4 kicks out a pass
to 2 [2]. 2 takes the shot in
rhythm before any defender
closes out. 4 and 1 are in
position to rebound with 5
crashing the boards as well
[3].

5

2 catches and shoots in rhythm and
if for some reason 2’s defender has
fought through or over the top of
5’s screen, 2 always can put the ball on
the floor and attack the hoop

TECHNIQUE

You want a guard setting the
first screen in the lane so if the
defenders typically switch, now
4 has a smaller defender on him
or her, making it easier to go up
and catch the high pass without
interference.

Player movement
www.basketballcoachweekly.com

Ball movement

Dribble

Shot
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St. Mary’s Fake Handoff Fools Defense
These simple actions don’t look like much at first but happen so quickly the defense, which
already is out of position because of the sideline look, doesn’t have time to react

WHY USE IT

Not every sideline out-of-bounds
play needs to have multiple
screens, slips and movements.
This set utilizes a fake handoff
to a guard moving toward the
hoop, who then simply uses the
momentum and a good pass to
score at the rim.

1

3 makes sure 1 is open before throwing the
inbound pass, then relocates to the corner
to keep the floor spaced

SET UP

Your point guard is facing the
ball, which is located on the
sideline near the hash mark.
Place a guard and forward on the
opposite side on the wing and
elbow, respectively. Your center is
positioned at the ball-side elbow.

HOW TO PLAY

5 steps to the ball-side elbow
as 1 catches the inbound pass
from 3. 3 moves to the corner
for spacing purposes, as does 2
on the opposite side of the floor
[1]. 5 now comes higher toward
the perimeter and receives a
pass from 1, who has taken a
dribble or two toward 5. 1 now
curls to the outside of 5 [2]. 5
fakes a handoff to 1. 1 continues
cutting to the hoop and receives
a pass from 5 in stride to the
hoop. 1 scores the layup [3].

TECHNIQUE

4 starts crashing the boards as
1 looks to attack the rim. If for
some reason a defender has
shifted to stop 1, 1 looks for the
extra pass to 4 for a layup on that
side of the rim.

2

3

5 steps toward the ball to ensure the
next pass — from 1 to 5 — can happen
without defensive interference

1 dribbles toward 5 to cut down the
passing lane for the same reason as 5
stepping high, you don’t want too much
space where a defender can jump into the lane

4

5

The fake handoff always is an effective
strategy as 1’s defender is a step behind
after the 1-to-5 pass anyway and now
gets screened by 5 during the fake-handoff
action

1 runs hard to the hoop so he or
she catches and shoots almost in
one motion to beat any recovering
defender

Send your drills and
plays to Michael Austin
at michael.austin@
basketballcoachweekly.com.

Player movement
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SUCCESSFUL GAME
SET
BASKETBALL

Sideline Inbound For Top 3-Pointer
An inbound play doesn’t have to be a quick hitter to net a basket – this set uses multiple
off-the-ball screens eventually to free a shooter at the top of the key

WHY USE IT

Your shooter runs the baseline toward the ball.
When the initial pass doesn’t go to the shooter,
the defense places its focus elsewhere

SET UP

1

Sideline-inbound situations
create the perfect opportunity
to run a defense off several
off-the-ball screens.

Position a post player on the
weak block. Your best shooter is
running the baseline toward the
ball-side. Place a quality passer
positioned at the
free-throw line.

HOW TO PLAY

The inbound pass comes to
the forward emerging from
the weak-side post off an
off-the-ball screen from the
quality passer at the free-throw
line. The shooter locates to
the left corner. After throwing
the inbound pass, this player
enters the court and moves
toward an off-the-ball screen
[1]. The inbounder uses the
screen to move into the lane
as the quality passer pops to
the right wing and receives a
pass from the forward at the
top. [2]. The shooter now curls
hard around the perimeter
and receives a high off-theball screen from the forward.
The other two players clear
low. The shooter catches a
pass in stride and shoots [3].

TECHNIQUE

If the defenders think they
have the right side of the
floor covered, it allows for the
shooter to come hard from the
left without someone available
to close out on him.

This play comes from the
playbook of Brad Stevens with
the Boston Celtics.

Place one of your bigger players in this spot. He or
she also needs to be one of your best screeners

2
This movement causes the defense to consider the
scoring action to be coming from the right side
Create space by having the two lower players
get even lower into the set

3
In rhythm, this player catches and shoots the open
3-pointer before the defense recovers

Player
Player movement
movement
www.basketballcoachweekly.com

Ball
Ball movement
movement

Dribble
Dribble

Shot
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